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GC3655W Patient High Back Open Arms. Seat shown in LDI California Collection, Misty Gray (939) and back in Stinson Current, Crème (62426) with frame shown in Maple (AVM). Right: GC3632CA Patient Split High Back Closed Arms. Shown in Allante, Oxford (A47E) with frame shown in Toast (TOA).
Primacare is a purpose-built solution.

Healthcare environments require purpose-built furniture solutions that respond to the unique requirements of people in care and the people who care for them. Primacare is designed for people, designed to perform, designed to last, and designed to reduce the cost of ownership. Primacare’s comprehensive family of products is a ‘one spec’ solution that quickly becomes familiar to patients and caregivers, improving staff retention and everyone’s safety in the process.

With over 30 years of healthcare furniture manufacturing experience, we know that facilities, technology and delivery models are constantly changing. Primacare is a ‘future thinking’ seating solution that was designed for change: repairable, replaceable, sustainable and reconfigurable onsite with no downtime. Primacare is built to perform for decades, even in the most demanding applications.

A smarter and safer solution. A fold down upper back on the Primacare Split Back Patient chair is tethered for security and drops away enabling the caregiver to safely manage the patient.

GC3632RC High Split Back Patient chair with fold down upper back, open arms and rear wheels shown with back in Stinson Continuum, Cashmere (62806) and seat in LDI California Collection, Misty Gray (939). Frame shown in Cappuccino (T20), armcaps shown in Kalua (KAL).
Unlike most things that are only made to be put together, Primacare was also engineered to be taken apart. This allows for onsite maintenance, replacement of all components and reconfiguration, with no downtime. True metal-to-metal hardware connections provide an integral structure that won’t loosen and wear with time.

Primacare was designed with change in mind. Armcaps, legs, frames, cushions, upholstery - everything can be changed out quickly and on site with no down time. In the process Primacare eliminates the ‘broken product graveyard’, and the risk of injury that often comes with temporary solutions. Primacare also features a number of integrated options to support behavioral health requirements including tamperproof fasteners and contraband proofing.
For the good of everyone’s health. Primacare is respectful of housekeeping timeframes and workloads, providing a full and easily accessible 360° cleanout with no open creases in the metalwork that can harbor contaminants. Primacare finishes are continuously tested against the most current hospital grade disinfectants and cleaners for integrity and longevity.
The metal mesh seat suspension provides superior comfort, and the best response for patient incontinence with no ‘catch points’ for fluids or residue.

Optional self-skinned urethane (SSU) armcaps provide a forgiving surface that is nonporous, cleanable and compatible with current hospital grade disinfectants and cleaners.

Better housekeeping

GC3626CA Low Back Three-Seater Guest Chair with closed arms, half arms in the middle. Backs shown in CF Stinson Matrix, Mirage (MA113) with seats in Allante, Oxford (A47E). Frame and armcaps shown in Platinum (PLT).
Recline, effortlessly

Better by design. Primacare motion recliners follow the patient’s intuitive response to reach for the arms when they want to come to a seated position. This simple action overcomes patient stress and concerns if a caregiver is not present at all times. Additional ergonomic considerations include forward gripping armcaps, high density foam cushioning, waterfall edge seats and built in lumbar support.
It’s simple to remove cushions and upholstery covers for cleaning or replacement. All seat cushions are available with an optional moisture barrier liner for increased protection. Armcaps are available in solid wood with a treated top coat or in non-porous, self-skinned urethane on most models (shown) for more demanding environments.
Waiting rooms

Improve the waiting experience with a lasting solution. Adaptable to any size or type of space, Primacare is available in freestanding or modular linking configurations, wood or metal frames, high back, medium back or low back, with center legs or without, open or closed arms, the possibilities are almost endless.

Primacare wood, fully-upholstered lounge seating, recliners and sleepers are tested and rated to 350lbs. Primacare HT models with metal frames have been tested and rated to 500lbs of dynamic loading. Wall saver rear legs reduce wear and tear, keeping chair backs free of the architecture. The top to bottom, all steel construction of Primacare HT over-achieves in even the most demanding public spaces.
Primacare tables share the same construction and design as Primacare seating and are available in a wide range of sizes and top finishes for both freestanding and modular linking configurations.
A better fit. Primacare patient seating features an ergonomically contoured back and built-in lumbar support which can be enhanced with these options: flexing back for increased comfort; fold down upper back enabling the caregiver to safely assist patients. Optional easy to "tip and move" rear casters on HT models.
A safer solution. Hip chairs take full advantage of Primacare’s superior engineering and construction, including a higher seat, step rail and a more generous seat width for patients transitioning from surgery. Armcaps extend forward providing a comfortable grip for safely getting in and out of the chair.
Caring for the whole family.

Primacare Sleepers are perfect for extended visits, and transition easily from lounge to sleeper with an integrated storage box for a blanket or pillow. Double seat models recline independently for added flexibility.
GC3611 Wide Body Sleeper shown in Momentum Torque, Skylight (09125455) with armcaps and legs in Winter Cherry (WCM).
A lounge that’s more like home.

Making it more like home. Primacare lounge seating is also available in an elegant full-frame design (wood or metal) creating a timeless look with the same sit and comfort as the fully-upholstered models. The full-frame models are available with or without side panels and your choice of matching wood or coordinating SSU armcaps. All Primacare seating features open-cell, BioPlush foam for maximum comfort and long life.
Relax in style. Primacare fully-upholstered lounge seating is a contemporary update on a classic seating style. This performance seating adds warmth and elegance to the most rigorous environments. One, two or three seat models are available with wood or coordinating SSU armcaps and feet.
Dining conversations

Make it comfortable. Primacare dining chairs have been sized specifically for this application and are available with wood or metal frames to suit both elder care and acute care applications. Primacare’s full 360° cleanout makes for short work by housekeeping staff in these active environments.
Bring everyone to the table by adding one or more adjustable trays to Globalcare dining tables for patients recovering or in need of a wheelchair. It's an easy fit and just as easy for patients or caregivers to adjust for dining or an afternoon bridge game.
Every body is different, and so is Primacare.

**Guest Seating**

- Low Back Single Seater
- Low Back Bariatric
- Low Back Two Seater
- Low Back Two Seater Full arm in the middle
- Low Back Three Seater
- Low Back Three seater open arm Full arms in the middle
- Low Back Four Seater
- Low Back Four Seater Full arms in the middle
- Low Back Five Seater
- Low Back Five Seater Full arms in the middle
- Low Back Single Seater Rear wheels (Available in Metal only)

**Lounge Seating**

- Single Seater
- Bariatric
- Two Seater
- Three Seater
- Open arm
- Closed arm

**Fully Upholstered Lounge Seating**

- Single Seater
- Bariatric
- Two Seater
- Three Seater
- Open arm
- Closed arm
- Fully Upholstered
- SSU Armcaps / Wood Armcaps

**Hip Chair**

- Single
- Bariatric
- Open arm
- Closed arm

**Dining**

- Armchair
- Open arm
- Closed arm

**Benches**

- Metal Bench Single
- Metal Bench Double
- Metal Bench Triple
- Side view

**Freestanding Tables**

- End Table
- 42" Coffee Table
- 54" Coffee Table
- Side view

Primacare models available in Wood or Metal (HT) frame unless indicated. Most models available in Open or Closed arms.
Freestanding and modular, wood or metal frames.

**Patient Seating**
- Mid Back
- Flex Back
- High Back
- High Back Bariatric
- Mid Back Bariatric
- High Flex Back
- High Flex Back Bariatric
- Rear wheels (Available in Metal only)
- High Back with fold-away headrest
- High Flex Back with fold-away headrest

**Sleepers and Recliners**
- Sleeper
- Wide Body Sleeper
- Double Sleeper
- Motion Recliner with full armcaps
- Motion Recliner with partial armcaps
- Motion Recliner with partial armcaps and optional legs
- Motion Recliner with full armcaps and optional legs

**Primacare Modular Seating and Tables**

Primacare models available in Wood or Metal (HT) frame unless indicated. Most models available in Open or Closed arms.
Globalcare is a division of The Global Group with a dedicated focus on healthcare furniture. Along with Global Total Office products, Globalcare is a prime source provider of furniture for hospitals and eldercare facilities.

Established in 1985, Globalcare has successfully grown to meet the needs of our healthcare communities. Globalcare products are specifically designed and ‘purpose-built’ to promote an enhanced level of wellness, meeting the quality standards and demands of today’s hospitals, long-term care facilities, eldercare environments, and medical clinics.

You may wonder what sets Globalcare apart from other healthcare furniture manufacturers... The answer lies within our name; we care. We’re listening to what people in the healthcare industry have to say, and we’re responding to their concerns. Globalcare rises above our competition by offering strong consulting resources, a successful problem solving process, superior R.O.I. and a comprehensive value-added program for our products and service.